DECEMBER 2018

Honoring Champions for Down Syndrome

Global awards the Salah, Vollbracht, and Winfield families for their impactful contributions and leadership in the Down syndrome community during a special ceremony at Global’s new Headquarters.

HELP US MAKE A DIFFERENCE
Together, we can serve and include the faces of people with Down syndrome.

UPCOMING EVENTS

EISA Employment Initiative Grants Now Open
Quick Start
Support Global with Holiday Shopping
Amazon Smile

View Event Calendar

Give Today!

Exclusive December Webinar Recap
World renowned Down syndrome expert and physical therapist Patricia C. Winders shares three must-have takeaways on motor skill development in children with Down syndrome.

Dancers with Down Syndrome Shine
Colorado Ballet’s official production of the Nutcracker cast two of Global’s amazing Be Beautiful Be Yourself Dance Program participants, Marisol Gonzalez and Sophia Anton, in the acclaimed sold-out show.

One On One With John C. McGinley
The accomplished actor tells Hallmark Channel how Global’s research and medical care improves the lives of people with Down syndrome, including his son Max.

Give Today!
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